
Associated Students of  
Berkeley City College 

Regular Meeting 
      MINUTES 

December 11, 2013 
Berkeley City College 

Associated Student Body Office, 
RM 051 

2050 Center Street 
Berkeley, California 

 
I. CALL TO ORDER 

 
12:06 PM 

 
II. OFFICIAL ROLL CALL         (1:00 min) 

 
 ___x__ Senators present ___x__ Executives present   __x____ ICC Present   _x____ Chief Justice __x_ Quorum 
Achieved 
Hassan Moore 12:07  
Mangling Cho is not present 
Sarah Miller is not present 
Fernando ICC Rep is not present 
Miles Campbell is not present 
Sarah Miller arrives 12:10 PM 
Lanfu Zhang is not present 
 

III. ADOPTING PREVIOUS MINUTES   (1:00 min)                 
 

A. Dec.4 2013  
9 in favor 
0 against 
1 abstain 

 
 

IV.  ADOPTING CURRENT AGENDA       (3:00 min) 
        

 
A.  Dec. 11, 2013 
President Valentino Calderon makes a motion to move action item B to after public forum 
10 in favor 
0 against  
0 abstain  
 

V. PUBLIC FORUM        (3:00 min) 
 

 
This is an opportunity for members of the public to address the ASBCC on items not already on the agenda. Please be aware 
that there is a 3-minute time limit for each item and that NO action may be taken on any of these items. These items may 
however come back to the Senate for action at the discretion of the Senate. 

 
No public forum 
 

 

VI. ADVISOR’S REPORT    
 
Mostafa Ghous  

Hassan did a wonderful job with his board report.  

Leadership council that Nate and Jewell attended. Thank you to both of you.  

Would like to make sure that we have all the planning ahead of time when adding an item to the agenda 

Black history month and Valentine ’s Day is in February so lets keep this in mind and plan ahead 

 



Justin returns 12:15 

We had an excellent meeting with Donna with helping to plan future events.  

I am also interested in putting together a leadership retreat for a whole day either at the beginning of the semester or before the semester 
starts. Hopefully we can get all issues ironed out beforehand so we hit the ground running. We have been a little stagnant in terms of 
putting together activities.  

Miles walks in 12:16  

Congratulations to everyone on their first semester of AS.  

 

 

 
 

VII. DISCUSSION ITEMS  (5:00 min) 
  

A. Committee reports- Valentino Calderon(3:00 min each report)  
• Bylaws committee 

Bylaws is postponed 
• ICC Charter review committee 

Secretary roles; meetings prescribed to Roberts Rules 
• Constitution review committee 

Constitution is postponed 
• Marketing committee 

Discussed list of priorities in terms of what needs to be accomplished; find out what system needs to be followed; create a rule of 
advanced notice for any event.  

• BCC voice 
Meeting on Monday, expanded staff of writers, next meeting is Dec 18 at 12:15 
Doris leaves at 12:28  
Discussion of topics to be published in spring 
Will be worked on during the break  

• Student Services 
(Sec. Gabby Padiernos leaves at 12:30 PM)  
 

B. BCC book exchange- Sarah Miller 
Sarah: The BCC Book Exchange is meant to be an informal platform to exchange books. 
Nate: Contracts with EFollet should be examined to ensure we are not breaching any agreements. 
Miles: Suggested avoiding the use of the word “sell” so as to not make it seem like we are selling anything, which would go 
against our agreement with EFollet. 
Mostafa: This idea should go through shared governance meetings to get support and recognition. 
Malik: Said the idea is simplistic and informal enough that advertising for the book exchange should start as soon as possible. 
Nate: The exchange of books is already occurring, so advertising should begin. 

C. Valentine’s Day Event- Justin Terry  
Justin: Event for Valentine’s Day around club rush will help creative a festive environment on campus. 
Elijah Hemphill: Speed dating was proposed to be a part of the festivities in the past by a former student. 
Malik: Thought candy was a gift of public funds. Is this legal? 
Mostafa: Said he will look into the legality of candy funding. 
Thays: Talked about getting caramel apples as well as chocolate covered strawberries. 
Justin: This budget is preliminary and all suggestions are be taken. 
Alphonse: He likes the “heat of the college” phrase. 

D. Government and Civics Day-Hassan Moore  
Hassan: First event next semester will be February 5th, 2014 from 10am to 5pm. Government and Civics Day is for facilitating 
group discussion and unified growth between all four colleges at the Peralta District. 
Nate: Are you talking about the district or the region? Who is sponsoring and organizing this? 
Hassan: The region. The AS will be sponsoring and organizing this event. 
Sevan: Are there any classes in this room? 
Valentino: Good point. It will be looked into. 
Hassan: Looking into advertising for this event at all the Peralta Colleges and get in contact with the PSC to see if they have 
any suggestions. 
Valentino:  Due to the length of the event, people from all the colleges will more likely than not have a class at some point 
during the day. Why shouldn’t we hold this event on a Saturday? 
Hassan: Our regular AS meeting is intended to be the center event of the day. 

 

 

 

 



 

 
VIII.         ACTION ITEMS         (5:00 min) 
 

A. Motion to revisit the approval of the amended budget-Justin Terry  
Justin: After the previous meeting, he realized there were other ways to use funds from fund 84. He was given many 
suggestions, and he heard many people say the allocation for custodial services  
Nate: Should we not allocate any money for those services? 
Hassan: In the previous budget, there was 5000 allocated for custodial services. How did the allocation increase? 
Malik: When Shirley Slaughter came and informed us of our newfound funds… 
Nate: Decisions surrounding the needs for the college are made in smaller, intimate committees. Thus, we might be “throwing 
wrenches” in those committees’ plans. 
Thays: It’s been very difficult knowing what exact funds the AS has, and we were suddenly given a large sum. Then, we were 
approached about considering funds for custodial services, which was hard. 
Justin: Lack of clarification has caused a lot of confusion. 
Hassan: 
Sarah: Doesn’t understand how this systemic issue can be solved if we do not attempt to put an end to the improper allocation. 
Tim: 
Nate: There are two ways to approach this issue: radically or strategically. 
Mostafa: Reallocating money isn’t going to make a point. It will cause a lot of work for him to “clean up.” 
Justin: Moves to postpone this issue indefinitely. 
14-0-0 Motion fails 
Hassan: Since it seems like we do not know all the details of this problem, it might be wise to refer this issue to administration. 
Hassan: Moves to refer this issue to the Administration Relations committee, with the stipulation that it be an ad-hoc 
committee. 
12-0-1 Motion Passes 
Nate: Fights have ensued with administration, so this newly formed committee might face challenges. 
Hassan: All administrative communication will be vetted and gone through the advisor. 

B. EOPS  toy drive decorations and food- Justin Terry  

Justin Terry walks in 12:11  

Nate: What changed that now we can provide funds for this event?  

Mostafa: Toys we cannot give but what’s changed is that instead of toys they are purchasing decorations and food. This is not toys we are 
purchasing.  

Nate; motion to table this item until Justin returns 

Justin leaves 12:13 

12 in favor 

0 against 

0 abstain 

Motion passes.  

Nate seconds Justin motion (get details from Justin) $739 includes the delivery charge and service charge for food for the EOPS toy 
drive with a check made out to Fatima Shah from AS general cash account.  
 
Justin yields time to Fatima Shah.  
Fatima says that the money would go to purchase the food and delivery charges. Right now it is too late to buy decoration items so we 
will reuse old ones.  
Fernando walks in at 12:20  
 
Mostafa would like to clarify that although they approve the funds the reimbursement will not be given to you until we approve the 
minutes.  
 
Miles leaves at 12:23/returns 12:24 
 
Moving to a vote.  

 



 
14 in favor 
0 against 
0 abstain. Motion passes.  
 
 
 
 

IX. EXECUTIVE BOARD REPORTS              (6:00 min/1:00 min. per report) 
 

President: Valentino Calderon Secretary: Gabby Padiernos 
(Not present)  
 Vice President of 

Administration: 
Thays Da Costa Treasurer: Malik Elhindi  

Communications Officer: Doris Cuellar  

Vice President of 
Programs: 

Justin Terry   

Executive board members congratulate everyone in the AS for their hard work this semester.  
 
X. SENATOR BOARD REPORTS 
 
Information and Organizational Systems:  Nate Heller 
Campus Sustainability:    Tim Wishnowsky  
Community Building    Sevan Taimoorian 
Student Transfer    Destiny Reid  
Special Populations    Mangling Cho  
Primary Services    Miles Campbell  
Academic Services    Sarah Miller 
 
Senators thank everyone for a great semester and their hard work and dedication.  
 
 
XI.  UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
 
Task Orientation-Malik Elhindi 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Posted by:    

Date and Time:    

Location:    

 

XIII. ADJOURNMENT        1:55 PM 

XII. UPCOMING AGENDA 

 

XI.  OPEN DISCUSSION 

 


